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Scope and Contents
The materials consist of 35mm black and white negatives documenting Stanford events and individuals.
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Immediate Source of Acquisition

Scope and Contents
The materials consist of 35mm black and white negatives documenting Stanford events and individuals. Includes images of students buying books, the Stanford Centennial celebration in 1991, Powwow 1992, campus scenes, student dances, repair work on the main quad, and student performances.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- campus views
- Student life.
- Stanford centennial


Additional Photographs Accession ARCH-2019-119

Box 1, Folder 1 Gonzales Films - Faculty Intro Nov 1993
Box 1, Folder 2 Center for Chicano Research Jul 1992
Box 1, Folder 3 Campus Stock 1992-1996
Box 1, Folder 4 Events - AFC - Lectures